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ABSTRACT
We describe a general mechanism for adaptation in multi-
agent systems in which agents modify their behavior based
on their memory of past events. These behavior changes can
be elicited by environmental dynamics or arise as response to
the actions of other agents. The agents use memory to esti-
mate the global state of the system from individual observa-
tions and adjust their actions accordingly. We also present a
mathematical model of the dynamics of collective behavior
in such systems and apply it to study adaptive task alloca-
tion in mobile robots. In this application, the robots’ task
is to forage for Red or Green pucks (a robot can only forage
for one puck type at a time). As it travels around the arena,
a robot records observations of pucks and other robots, and
uses these observations to compute the estimated density
of each. If it finds there are not enough robots of a spe-
cific type, it may switch its foraging state to fill the gap.
After a transient, we expect the number of robots in each
foraging state to reflect the prevalence of each puck type in
the environment. We modelled adaptive task allocation and
studied the dynamics of the system for different transition
rates between states. We find that for some rates lead to
fast convergence times and a steady state solution.

1. INTRODUCTION
Biological control has been a dominant metaphor for the
design of multi-robot systems (see [20, 2, 19, 6, 7] among
others). Biological control is characterized by minimalist in-
dividual robot controller [3, 18] and local interactions, both
direct (among robots) and indirect (through the environ-
ment). Biological metaphor offers several benefits for the
design of agent-based systems, including (i) scalability: each
agent has the same controller whether the group is composed
of ten or 10,000 agents; (ii) robustness: group performance
is robust to individual agent failure; (iii) flexibility: agents
can be dynamically added or removed without significantly
affecting the performance of the system; (iv) it is inherently

distributed: collective behavior arises via local interactions
among autonomous agents. Biological metaphor also allows
us to introduce learning and adaptation into the system
that enable robots to operate in uncertain dynamic environ-
ments. Although learning has been an important research
topic in Artificial Intelligence in general and robotics in par-
ticular, the issues of learning in the context of multi-robot
systems have only recently began to be investigated [11, 21,
10, 4, 17].

A final advantage of biologically-inspired systems is that
they can be mathematically modelled and analyzed. Math-
ematical analysis is an alternative to experiment and simu-
lation, the two principal tools used by computer scientists.
While experiments allow researchers to directly study the
systems’s behavior in real environments, they are very costly
and time-consuming execute. Sensor-based computer simu-
lations [22, 5] and probabilistic microscopic simulations [9],
also do not scale well, and their results are not easily general-
izable. As a result, many of the interesting questions about
the behavior of agent-based systems, especially of large sys-
tems, remain unanswered. Using mathematical analysis, on
the other hand, we can efficiently study dynamics of even
very large agent groups, predict their long term behavior,
gain insight into system design: e.g., what parameters de-
termine group behavior, optimize performance, prevent in-
stabilities, etc. However, with few exceptions [24, 15, 13],
little mathematical analysis of multi-robot systems exists.

In our earlier work we have developed an approach [14] that
allows us to create a mathematical model of collective dy-
namics of multi-agent systems. The approach is valid for
agents that obey the Markov property — i.e., only the
present state determines the agent’s future state. Both re-
active [9] and behavior-based [1] robotic systems satisfy this
property. We have applied this approach to study forag-
ing [13] and collaboration [15] in groups of robots and showed
agreement between the predictions of mathematical analy-
sis and the results experiment and simulations. At the same
time, mathematical analysis has allowed us to draw conclu-
sions about the behavior of the system that would have been
difficult to obtain through experiment and simulation alone.

The simple models we investigated so far cannot describe
adaptive robotic systems, where robots can use remembered
or learned information about the past to guide future ac-
tion. In this paper we describe an extension of the modeling



approach that allows us to incorporate history or memory
of robots’ actions into the mathematical model of a multi-
robot system. This allows us to model robots that make de-
cisions about future actions based on past experience, and
thus study adaptation and learning in multi-agent systems.
Although learning has been one of the most important top-
ics in computer science, few mathematical descriptions of
multi-agent systems composed of concurrent learners ex-
ist [23]. This is an important step towards creating a science
of multi-agent systems that will allow quantitative under-
standing of the behavior of a collective of agents or robots
in a given environment. Such a science of multi-agent sys-
tems will enable researchers design better and more robust
robot controllers and understand the impact they will have
on the collective behavior.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2
we present the model of the collective behavior of agents
with memory. In Section 3 we illustrate our approach by
studying an adaptive task allocation system in which robots
use memory to change their actions and adjust to changes
in the environment.

2. MODELING RETROSPECTIVE
AGENTS

In earlier works [16, 15, 13, 14] we showed that the dynam-
ics of collective behavior in a system of agents obeying the
Markov property is captured by the Rate Equations that
describe how the average number of agents in each state
changes in time. State labels a set of related agent behav-
iors required to accomplish a task. As an example, consider
a robot engaged in a foraging task, whose goal is to collect
objects scattered around an arena and deliver them to a pre-
specified home location. The foraging task consists of the
following high-level behavioral requirements [1] or states: (i)
homing, (ii) puck pickup and (iii) searching. Each of these
states corresponds to a single action or behavior; however, it
is often useful to coarse-grain the system by grouping related
behaviors into a single state. Such coarse-graining not only
helps in conceptualizing the system, it also keeps the mathe-
matical model compact and tractable by reducing the num-
ber of states. For example, when a robot is said to be in the
searching state, it is wandering around the arena, detecting
objects and avoiding obstacles. In the course of accomplish-
ing a task, the robot will transition from the searching to
pickup and finally to homing states. It is clear that during
a sufficiently short time interval each agent in a multi-agent
system is in exactly one of a finite number of states.

If each agent had instantaneous global knowledge of the en-
vironment and the state of other agents, the system can
dynamically adapt to any changes. In most situations, such
global knowledge is impractical. However, for sufficiently
slow dynamics, agents can correctly estimate the state of
the environment through repeated observations (by stor-
ing them in memory). Here we present a theory of such
a memory-based adaptation mechanism. Let p(n, t) be the
probability an agent is in state n at time t. We note that for
a homogenous system of independent and indistinguishable
agents, p(n, t) describes the macroscopic state of the system,
since it is simply the fraction of agents in the state n. Let us
assume that the agents use a finite memory of length m of
the past of the system in order to estimate the present state

of the environment and make decisions about future actions.
Then the evolution of the system can be represented as a
generalized Markov processes of order m. This means that
the state of an agent at time t+∆t depends not only on the
configuration of the system at time t (as in simple Markov
systems), but also on configurations at times t−∆t, t−2∆t,
. . ., t− (m− 1)∆t, which we refer to as history h of the sys-
tem. In the derivation below we will employ the following
identities: p(n, t+∆t|h) = ∑

n′ p(n, t+∆t|n′, t;h)p(n′, t|h)
and

∑
n p(n, t+∆t|n′, t;h) = 1.

Let us introduce the probability distribution function over
the histories (for a homogenous system this distribution is
the same for all the agents): p(h, t), 1 =

∑
h∈H p(h, t), where

H is the set of all feasible histories (if it continuous, one
should use integration instead of summation for proper nor-
malization). We can then write for the change in probability
density ∆p is:

∆p(n, t) = p(n, t+∆t)− p(n, t) (1)

=
∑

h

[
p(n, t+∆t|h)− p(n, t|h)]p(h)

=
∑

h

∑

n′
p(n, t+∆t|n′, t;h)p(n′, t|h)p(h, t)

−
∑

h

∑

n′
p(n′, t+∆t|n, t;h)p(n, t|h)p(h, t)

In the continuum limit, as ∆t → 0, ∆p/∆t can be written
as

dp(n, t)

dt
=

∑

h

∑

n′
W (n|n′;h)p(n′, t|h)p(h, t) (2)

−
∑

h

∑

n′
W (n′|n;h)p(n, t|h)p(h, t) ,

with transition rates

W (n|n′;h) = lim
∆t→0

p(n, t+∆t|n′, t;h)
∆t

. (3)

Equation 2 is similar in form to the stochastic Master Equa-
tion widely studied in statistical physics and chemistry [12].
It describes the evolution of the probability density for an
agent to be in state n at time t, or alternatively, the macro-
scopic probability density function for the agents in state n.
In the most general form Eq.2 is analytically untractable due
to strong correlations both in time and state–space. How-
ever, as we will show below, in some cases, when the history
of the system can be represented as some aggregated quan-
tity, interesting results can be obtained by using approxi-
mate techniques.

At the end of this section we note that sometimes it suffices
to study the evolution of the average quantities, such as
average number of agents in a certain state rather than the
whole probability density function itself. One can do this
by deriving the so-called Rate Equation, that governs the
evolution of the first moments with time. LetNn the number
of agents in state n. Assuming that during a sufficiently
short time interval only one of the agents in state n′ will
make a transition to state n, we can derive the macroscopic
equation for the rate of change of 〈Nn〉, the average number



of agents in state n:

d〈Nn〉
dt

=
∑

h,n′

[
W (n|n′;h)〈Nn′〉 − W (n′|n;h)〈Nn〉

]
P (h, t)

Using the mean-field approximation 〈f(n)〉 ≈ f(〈n〉) and
the fact that Nn does not depend directly on h, we rewrite
the above equation,

dNn

dt
=

∑

n′

[〈W (n|n′)〉hNn′ − 〈W (n′|n)〉hNn

]
. (4)

Here for notational convenience 〈. . .〉h denotes average over
histories, and we have dropped angle brackets around N ,
although this variable still denotes an average quantity.

Equation 4 is very similar to the rate equation we used to
study Markov-based agent systems [16, 15, 13], except that
transition rates W (n|n′) are now replaced by their history-
averaged values. We will use the above equation to study
how agents can use histories, or memories of past events,
to improve the collective behavior of the system. We illus-
trate the approach by examining adaptive task allocation in
robots.

3. ADAPTIVE TASK ALLOCATION
Chris Jones and Maja Matarić [10] have initiated a study
of adaptive task allocation in multi-robot systems. This
scenario is based on the foraging task. Consider an arena
with some number of pucks scattered about it. The pucks
can be of two distinct types, Red and Green. Each robot
can be tasked to collect pucks of a specific type, say Red.
When the robot’s foraging state is set to Red, it is searching
and collecting Red pucks. The robots can also recognize the
foraging state of robots that are visible to it. The robots
have no a priori information about the shape of the arena,
the number of pucks left in it or the number of foraging
robots. The goal of adaptive task allocation is to design a
robot controller that will allow robots to dynamically adjust
the division of labor, so that the number of robots searching
for Red and Green pucks will, over time, correctly reflect
their prevalence. To achieve this group behavior, each robot
must be able to dynamically change its foraging type.

The solution proposed by Jones and Matarić is the follow-
ing. As it wanders around the arena, each robot counts the
number of pucks of each type in the environment as well
as the number of robots in each foraging state. It does so
by observing pucks and robots that are visible to it and
adding these observations to history (memory). At some
time interval, the robot uses the history array to estimate
the fraction of pucks and robots of each type, and changes
its foraging state according to a transition function. We will
specify the transition function later. In general, it depends
on the estimated density of robots and pucks of a particu-
lar type: specifically, the difference between these numbers.
The robots should switch its state to Red if there are fewer
than necessary robots in the Red state; likewise for Green.

3.1 Dynamical Model of Adaptive Task Allo-
cation

In this section we describe how the task allocation problem
of the previous section can be analyzed using our formal-
ism. The goal of this paper is to present a simplified model

that captures main features of the Jones and Matarić exper-
iments, rather than to construct an exact model that quan-
titatively reproduces the details of these experiments. Here
we are interested in establishing the conceptual framework
for thinking about adaptive robot systems. In later works
we will build upon this foundation by refining the model and
quantitatively comparing its predictions to experimental re-
sults.

During a sufficiently short time interval, each robot can be
considered to belong to a Green foraging state or the Red
state. This is a very high level, coarse-grained description.
In reality, each state is composed of several robot actions
and behaviors, such as wandering the arena, detecting pucks,
avoiding obstacles, etc. However, since we want the model
to capture how the fraction of robots in each foraging state
evolves in time, it is a sufficient level of abstraction to con-
sider only these states. If we find that additional levels of
detail are required to explain robot behaviors, we can elabo-
rate the model by breaking each of the high level states into
its underlying components.

A robot uses information in its history to make a transition
between states. A robot makes a transition to Red foraging
state according to a transition function that depends on the
difference between the estimated fraction of Red robots and
Red pucks; otherwise it makes a transition to the Green
foraging state.

Let NR(t) and NG(t) be the number of robots in Red and
Green foraging states respectively at time t. Also, letMR(t)
and MG(t) be the number of uncollected Red and Green
pucks in the arena. It is important to remember that the
dynamic variables correspond to quantities that have been
averaged over many experiments or simulations. The fol-
lowing set of differential equations govern how the average
numbers of robots and pucks evolve in time. 1

dNR

dt
= αR(t)NG(t)− αG(t)NR(t)

dNG

dt
= αG(t)NR(t)− αR(t)NG(t)

dMR

dt
= βRMR(t)NR(t) + µR

dMG

dt
= βGMG(t)NG(t) + µG

Quantities αR and αG govern the rate at which robots switch
to Red and Green states respectively. In an adaptive sys-
tem, these are time-dependent. Parameters βR and βG are
the rate at which robots encounter Red and Green pucks,
while µR and µG are the rates at which new Red and Green
pucks are deposited in the arena. For simplicity, in the
model described here, these rates are such that the total

1The differential equations describing the evolution of a dy-
namical system are usually derived as a continuous limit of
discrete time difference equation, for example: NR(t+ 1) =
NR(t)− αG∆tNR(t) + αR∆tNG(t). The problem with this
approach is that it models a synchronous system, where all
robots make decision at the same time. Although feasible,
such a model is not realistic; moreover, most choices of tran-
sition rates αR and αG lead to severe oscillations in the
dynamic variables. The differential equations model we are
working with is derived from the stochastic master equation,
and is applicable to asynchronous systems.
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Figure 1: Transition probability vs difference be-
tween puck and robot densities for three different
transition functions

number of pucks of each type remains constant. Experi-
mentally, this is realized by the replacing a puck in a new
random location after a robot picks it up.

It is more convenient to work with the average densities
rather than numbers of robots. Also, because the number
of pucks does not change and does not enter the equations
describing time evolution of the number of robots, we may
safely ignore these equations. Dividing both sides of the
first two equations above by N , the total number of robots,
reduces them to:

dnR

dt
= αRnG(t)− αGnR(t) (5)

dnG

dt
= αGnR(t)− αRnG(t) , (6)

where nR(t) and nG(t) are the densities of robots in each
foraging state. We can also divide the number of pucks of
each color by the total number of pucks, resulting in mR

and mG, the densities of Red and Green pucks.

3.2 Transition Rates
Each of the Equations 5–6 is a special case of the Rate Eq.4
describing an adaptive system, with αR and αG representing
the history averaged transition rates 〈W 〉h. At regular time
intervals, the robot looks at the history of observations and
estimates the density of Red pucks and robots in Red state.
In general, the transition probability should be a function of
m̂R − n̂R, the difference between the estimated fractions of
pucks and robots in a particular state (degenerate to choice
of R or G).

There are a number of options for the microscopic (per
robot) transition rates. The probability of a single robot
making a transition to Red state may be one of the follow-
ing:

Step function robot switches to Red state if m̂R−n̂R ≥ 0;
otherwise, it switches to Green state: fstep = Θ(m̂R−
n̂R).

Smooth approximation to the step function, e.g., robot
switches to Red state with probability fsmooth = (1 +

tanh(c(m̂R − n̂R)))/2. The function can be made ar-
bitrarily close to the step function by increasing the
value of c. In this work, we use c = 5.

Power function transition probability is
fpow = 100(m̂R−n̂R)/100. This is the value used by
Jones and Matarić in simulations.

In all transition probabilities above, m̂R and n̂R are the
estimated densities of pucks and robots. One can think of
each value as being drawn from a distribution centered on
the true mean of density, with variance that depends on
the length of the history window. Figure 1 shows the three
possible microscopic transition probabilities.

At the collective level of Equations 5–6, the macroscopic
transition rates αR and αG are in fact simply averaged mi-
croscopic transition probabilities:

αG = α〈f(n̂R − m̂R)〉P (n̂R,m̂R)

αR = α〈f(n̂G − m̂G)〉P (n̂G,m̂G) (7)

where α is to assure the proper time scale, 〈...〉P stands
for averaging over the distribution P , and P (n̂, m̂) is the
joint probability that a robot has observed the fraction of
robots and pucks of a corresponding color to be n̂ and m̂
respectively. Although calculating P (n̂, m̂) goes beyond the
scope of this paper we note that for sufficiently large his-
tory lengths it can be approximated by a sharply peaked
distribution around its mean (〈n〉, 〈m〉). This suggests that
if the microscopic transition functions are smooth enough
(as fpow, or fsmooth with small enough c), then the effect
of averaging is to replace the estimated values of densities
with their mean values (in the case of the step function, the
effect of averaging is to smear out the discontinuity).

A steady state is one in which the densities of robots in Red
or Green states no longer change. Existence of the steady
state is of prime interest to the robot designer, because if a
system has a stable steady state, one can reliably predict its
long term behavior. In the adaptive task allocation problem,
the desired steady state is one in which the distribution of
robots is equal to the distribution of pucks, namely, nR,ss =
mR and nG,ss = mG.

The steady state is achieved when the rhs of Eqs. 5 are
each equal to zero. The total number of robots is conserved;
therefore, we need to examine the behavior of one dynamic
variable only, and compute the value of the other from the
conservation condition: nG = 1 − nR. The steady state
exists when αRnG = αGnR which can be rewritten in terms
of the transition functions as

nRf(nR − mR) = (1− nR)f(−nR +mR) (8)

It is easy to check that Eq. 8 will have the desired solution
nR = mR when f(0) = 0. If f(0) �= 0, on the other hand,
the steady state solution will be different from the desired
one and generally speaking will depend on the details of
the transition function. This can be overcome by slightly
adjusting the transition rates in the following way:

f(n − m)→ f(n − m)/m (9)



with the only requirement that f(x) be continuous at x = 0.
With the transition rate of this form, Eq. 8 will be non-
trivially satisfied when nR = mR.
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Figure 2: Evolution of the density of robots in the
Red foraging state for different transition rates: (a)
smooth and power functions shown in Fig.1, and (b)
modified rates given by Eq. 8, where functions f are
the same as in (a). The density of Red pucks changes
from mR = 0.3 to mR = 0.6 at t = 100 and again to
mR = 0.5 at t = 200.

3.3 Results
We studied the behavior of solutions to Eq. 5–6 for differ-
ent forms of transition rates. Figure 2(a) shows the evo-
lution of the density of robots in the Red foraging state
starting from nR(t = 0) = 1.0, for two different transi-
tions rates: αR = (1 + tanh(5(mR − nR)))/2 (smooth) and

αR = 100(mR−nR)/100 (power function).2 The density of
Red pucks was initially mR = 0.3. At time t = 100 the
distribution abruptly changes to mR = 0.6, and at t = 200
to mR = 0.5. In all cases, nR converges to a steady state
where its value remains the same until the next change in
the puck distribution; however, the steady state value de-
pends on the transition rate. In fact, as we make the tanh
function steeper (by increasing c), the steady state solution
shifts and approaches the desired value mR. Although we
have made several simplifying assumptions, the model repro-
duces several important features of the simulations data [10],
including convergence to a steady state as puck distribution

2Here and in the rest of the discussion, by mR and nR we
mean mean values of the Red puck and Red robot densities
respectively.

changes, and a shift in the steady state value from the puck
distribution.3

Next, we solved equations under identical conditions, but
this time choosing transition rates given by Eq. 8 (with the
functional part the same as in Fig.2(a)). Results are shown
in Fig. 2(b). In this case the solutions do converge to correct
values, even as the distribution of pucks changes. However,
convergence time still depends strongly on the transition
rate — there are two orders of magnitude difference between
power and smooth functions. The reason power function
leads to slow convergence rate is apparent from Fig.1: tran-
sition probability has a non-negligible value only at the very
beginning, while mR−nR is large, and is very small the rest
of the time.

4. DISCUSSION
We have developed a general mathematical model to de-
scribe adaptation in multi-agent systems. In these systems
the agents can modify their behavior in response to envi-
ronmental dynamics or actions of other agents. The agents
use history to estimate the global state of the system from
individual observations and adjust their behaviors accord-
ingly. We have derived a model that describes the dynamics
of collective behavior in such adaptive systems. We have
applied the formalism to study adaptive task allocation in
mobile robots. In this application, the robots’ task is for
forage for Red or Green pucks (a robot can only forage for
one puck type at a time). As it travels around the arena,
a robot records observations of pucks and other robots, and
uses these observations to compute an estimated density of
each. If it finds there are not enough robots of a specific
type, it may switch its foraging state to fill the gap. After
some transient, we expect the number of robots in each for-
aging state reflect the prevalence of those types of pucks in
the environment. We modelled adaptive task allocation and
studied the dynamics of the system for different transition
rates. We find that an intelligent choice of transition rates
will lead to fast convergence times and the desired steady
state.

We made important simplifying assumptions in the model.
First, we assumed very long history. Effectively, such a long
window smoothes out fluctuations observed in the simula-
tions data. In a steady state, long histories are formally
equivalent to robots having full view of the arena, and thus,
knowing the average densities of relevant quantities. We
have extended this equivalence beyond the steady state to
the transient regime. Although not fully justified, this as-
sumption is probably approximately correct.

We plan to address the issues above by developing an exact
microscopic model of the system. Such a model will enable
us to directly study transients, the magnitude of fluctua-
tions in the steady state robot density and its relationship
to experimental parameters, such as history length. Another

3Jones & Matarić give results for two different microscopic
transition functions: step and power functions. Because
macroscopic averaging smoothes out transition rates, the
microscopic step and power functions correspond to smooth
and power transitions functions in the macroscopic model,
although possibly with different coefficients than used in this
work.



simplifying assumption we made was that of uniform puck
distribution. If there are local clusters of pucks of a given
type, the robot density will reflect local distribution rather
than the global one. Hopefully, we will be able to better
model this with a microscopic model. Obviously, much work
remains to be done on relating modeling results to those of
simulations. This is our next challenge.
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